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Jesus said to them, “Children, you have no fish, have you?” They answered him, 

“No.” He said to them, “Cast the net to the right side of the boat, and you will find 

some.” So, they cast it, and now they were not able to haul it in because there were 

so many fish. 
John 21:1-7 (NRSV) 

 

It was my privilege to meet with key leaders, volunteers, and staff of First 

Congregational Church UCC in Moline during the third week of November 2018 

to review the operation of the church and compare it to best practices of other 

churches its size. The decision to implement this sort of periodic health check is 

characteristic of healthy church leadership and says a lot for the leadership of 

this church and the desire of the congregation to continue to be a source of 

God’s love and grace in the Quad Cities and beyond for generations to come. 

 

It is easier to make a significant difference in the life of a church community 

when everyone is committed to the long-term health of the congregation. Your 

willingness to try new things, learn, grow, and make changes as necessary to 

benefit the future of the church is one of the healthiest signs for your future. 
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When Jesus’ disciples were struggling with what to do after their ministry seemed 

to have collapsed, they returned to what was most comfortable. They resorted 

to familiar habits; doing work they already knew how to do the same way they 

had always done it. They went fishing, but, this time, using traditional methods 

didn’t work like it used to. At their point of despair, Jesus appeared to them and 

invited them to try something different. When they tried a new approach, they 

succeeded beyond their wildest dreams. That’s our goal with this assessment: to 

consider new approaches for ministry in a new age. Together, let us cast our 

nets on the other side of the boat, trusting that, through our faithfulness, God will 

bring an amazing harvest. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The following pages represent initial observations and recommendations, but 

the senior pastor, staff, and lay leadership must determine together what is 

valuable and what is not. It is impossible for any consultant to know the 

congregation or the context as well as those who have been led by the Spirit to 

lead this church in this setting. What is most valuable in these exercises is not the 

professional knowledge of a church expert but the wisdom that might arise from 

those who bear the ultimate responsibility for the life of the church. It is our hope 

that First Congregational Church fully lives into the dreams God has in mind for 

you. If we can support or stimulate that journey in any way then our work 

together will have been successful.  
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SITE-VISIT PARTICIPANTS 
During the site-visit, I conducted interviews, participated in team meetings, and 

had conversations with the following individuals and teams to gather specific 

information about the operation of the church and better understand how 

AGILECHURCH might provide helpful recommendations for growth and financial 

sustainability. I’m especially grateful to all those who were able to meet with me 

and share their insights. 

 
Rev. Craig Jan-McMahon, Senior Pastor 

Rev. Michael Swartz, Associate Pastor 

Jennifer Dailing, Office Assistant & Wedding Coordinator 

Maureen Holmes, Music Coordinator & Choir Director 

Amber Moore, Director of Communications & Marketing 

Becca Peterson, Director of Family Ministry (email exchange) 

Kim Fuller, Council Moderator (Phone interview) 

Gayle Haun, Council Vice-Moderator (Phone interview) 

Wes Liewellyn, Fellowship Coordinator 

The Church Council 

Former Council Moderators (Mod Squad) 

Building and Finance 

 
And many other key volunteers. 
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THE SETTING 

Moline Illinois is located in Rock Island County. It’s one of the communities in the 

“Quad Cities” area from which members are drawn. Because of the proximity of 

other Quad City communities, members and potential constituents may also 

come from Davenport, Bettendorf, Rock Island and East Moline. Although we 

have not mapped the membership of FCC Moline, it is likely that members and 

friends of the church commute from several surrounding communities to attend 

worship. It may be possible to use your church data management system to 

map your mailing list geographically using gpsvisualizer.com. We can help 

produce that map if you wish. It might be an enlightening exercise, especially if 

you are going to implement a more extensive social 

media/marketing/evangelism plan in the future.  

 

Since the Quad Cities are so interconnected, the demographic information in 

this report will reflect Rock Island and Scott County data except where 

individual city data is noted.  The table below provides a quick comparison of 

individual community data. 

 

 Moline 
 

East Moline Rock Island Davenport 
Bettendorf 

Population 42,685 21,175 38,642 102,608 

Median Age vs. 
State 

38.2 vs. 37.9 37.4 vs. 37.9 35.5 vs. 37.9 34.4 vs. 38.0 

Median Income 
vs. State 

$52,287 vs. $60, 
$60,960 

$42,816 vs. 
$60,960 

$43,687 vs. 
$60,960 

$45,964 vs. 
$56,247 

Unemployment 
vs. state 

5.6% vs. 5.1% 5.8% vs. 5.1% 8.6% vs. 5.1% 6.1% vs. 3.3% 

Poverty 17.3% 24.2% 21.6% 18.8% 

Median House 
Value 

$117,510  
vs. $186,500 

$111,385  
vs. $186,500 

$100,257  
vs. %186,500 

$126,700  
vs. $142,300 

Cost of Living 
Index vs. US (100) 

85.9 85.8 86.0 86.9 

Travel time to 
work 

17.5 minutes 20.5 minutes 17.5 minutes 16.9 minutes 
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From 2010 to 2017, Davenport/Bettendorf saw their populations grow by nearly 

5,200 people combined. Meanwhile, Rock Island, Moline and East Moline lost 

nearly 2,400 people combined. Bettendorf has grown by close to 8% in the 

decade since 2010. In fact, in light of Rock Island’s slow decline, Bettendorf 

could become the third largest city in the region behind Davenport and Moline 

within five years. 

 

While the median home value in Scott County is 31% higher than the median 

home value in Rock Island County the median property tax bill is 6% lower in 

Scott County. Measured as a share of resident income, Rock Island County’s 

property tax burden is 39% higher than Scott County’s. Because of this and other 

cost advantages, the population in Rock Island County is likely to continue out 

migration to the more financially favorable Scott County. 

 

The area drive time for work averages 17 

to 20 minutes. If residents are 

willing to drive that distance on 

a daily basis, it seems 

reasonable that the same 

drive time might be 

acceptable to attend 

church services if the 

church were properly 

marketed, people were 

invited and motivated to 

attend. This diagram illustrates 

a 15-minute drive-time radius from 

the church address. This information 
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could be used to broaden direct marketing of the church in these community 

zip codes. 

 

The racial makeup of the area is described in the table below.  Although the 

area averages about 68% White, there is a sizable minority population present 

that could provide additional diversity for the church. However, this won’t 

happen without intentional ministry to marginalized populations. Recognize that 

if the church desires more diversity, it’s important for the congregation and the 

community to see more diverse leadership and participation at FCC Moline. 

 

According to the church website, FCC Moline “Commit(s) ourselves to an Open 

and Affirming Covenant with all people regardless of sexual orientation, gender 

expression or identity.” Data regarding Lesbian, Gay, Bi-sexual and Transgender 

(LGBT) households is reliably unreliable, but current data indicates 0.4 percent of 

the population in the Quad Cities area self-identifies as lesbian, while 0.3 

percent of the population self-identifies as gay. The fact that FCC Moline is 

Open and Affirming is important to the future growth of the church, not 

because there might be a large LGBT target market in the area, but because 

Millennials and young couples with families view being affirming of LGBT people 

as a distinguishing asset. The next generation, for the most part, are more 

progressive than their elders and more insistent on raising their families in a 

 Moline East Moline Rock Island Davenport 
Bettendorf 

White 73.6% 61.3% 63.0% 74.6% 

Black 4.5% 10.3% 19.3% 12.1% 

Hispanic 17.1% 20.0% 10.3% 8.5% 

Asian 2.7% 5.1% 2.6% 2.4% 

Mixed Race 1.7 3.2% 3.9% 2.4% 

Other 0.7% 0.2% 0.7% 0.6% 
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diverse environment in which all are loved and included. This asset should be 

more prominently promoted if the church is interested in attracting new young 

families.  

 

Presently this information is buried on the 

website. Also “Open and Affirming” 

language is fairly meaningless to un-

churched individuals in the larger 

community. Simply adding a small 

rainbow icon to the home page with a 

link to detailed diversity information would make a big difference. 

 

The Quad Cities is viewed as a progressive area, having reliably voted 

Democrat in past presidential election cycles. 

 

There are, however, significant conservative voting blocks in both counties: 40% 

on average in Rock Island County and 45% on average in Scott County. 
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More study of area churches that compete with FCC for members is needed, 

but it is clear that being a strong progressive voice in the community is a positive 

distinguishing attribute that could be leveraged for growth. 

 

The mix of religious affiliations in the area is illustrated below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The percentage of religious adherents represented in the illustration above is the 

most current available, but is based on 2000 - 2010 data. So 2018 data may 

indicate significantly higher or lower growth/decline.  The number of Catholics 

declined 8.7 percent (2,654 people) in Scott County and 34.5 percent (9,633 

people) in Rock Island County. Evangelical Protestants grew by 46.5 percent 

(6,100 people) in Scott County while declining 9.6 percent (1,959 people) in 

Rock Island County. Main Line Protestants declined 11.2 percent (3,182 people) 

in Scott County and 31.6 percent (7,531 people) in Rock Island County.  

 

The change among those who consider themselves to have no religious 

affiliation has grown by 22.3 percent (15,664 people) in Scott County and 34.9 

percent (21,872 people) in Rock Island County over the last reporting period. 
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Close to a third of the population in the Quad Cities area consider themselves to 

have no religious affiliation. Keep in mind that many who choose no religious 

affiliation still consider themselves to be spiritual; however, the reputation of the 

church in general and Christians in our culture has been so damaged that 

young people in particular have turned their backs on religious institutions, which 

they assume to be judgmental, hypocritical, homophobic, and inauthentic. FCC 

Moline is not that church, but how would they know? The church needs to 

develop a communication and PR strategy to counteract this trend in the 

community. 

 

Another population that is typically underserved by churches is area college 

and university students. Black Hawk College (5,086 students) and Midwest Tech 

(510 students) are in Moline. Four more colleges/universities with a student 

population of 71,490 students is within 6 miles of Moline. Could an FCC 

mentorship program or other social programs draw interested students? How 

could this church meet them where they are to be the body of Christ to them? 

Would it make a difference in the life of the church and the energy of the 

worship service to attract just one percent of that population (770 students)?  

 

These days, all attendance-based institutions are struggling to maintain 

consistent membership or achieve growth in attendance. People, particularly 

those with children, are so overscheduled with school activities and other 

obligations that Sundays are no longer the days of rest they once were. If 

members attend worship once every three to five weeks, they still consider 

themselves to be regular attenders. We have learned that it takes significant 

effort simply to maintain status quo attendance. The church cannot continue to 

depend on member replenishment from the same member demographics it has 

had in the past. It also is important to consider metrics other than in-person 

Sunday worship attendance when determining actual constituent/member 
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engagement. Tracking individual volunteer participation, online activity, social 

media contacts, and active mailing list totals all may offer important indicators 

regarding health and growth of the church. For example, 2018 weekly in-person 

attendance averages 130 per week, but FCC has 389 Facebook followers. Do 

you consider active social media followers to be part of your church family? 

Historical membership data is not available because of system changes; 

therefore, we are only able to look at trends over the past three years. It’s worth 

pointing out that adequate congregational care cannot happen without 

congregational cooperation to collect and maintain constituent contact 

information, regular attendance tracking and follow-up processes. The risk is that 

without processes and technology tools in place, long-time members and new 

seekers will continue to go missing without a response from the congregation. 

The chart below provides a graphic representation of the membership and 

attendance trend for FCC since 2013. 
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The data shows membership and attendance has slowly declined over the past 

three years. This may be a troubling trend, but, as we have discussed earlier, it’s 

not unusual in our contemporary culture. This trend simply makes it more critical 

for FCC to create and measure the effectiveness of a comprehensive 

marketing/evangelism program that uses all available communication channels 

to identify, cultivate, and engage potential new members.  

FACILITY & LOCATION 

The church building occupies a large 

tract of land in an urban setting on 

7th Avenue in Moline. The location is 

within two blocks of Interstate 74, 

three blocks of Riverside Park and 

within three blocks of the Mississippi 

River. There seems to be adequate 

parking for the present worshiping 

congregation at more than 100 

available spaces. 
 

The church is readily visible to both 

directions of traffic along 7th Avenue. 

Church signage is large and visible 

from the street during daylight hours. 

But, I believe the church would 

benefit from larger lighted 

permanent signage at night. The 

Welcome Banners on parking-lot light 

poles provide an important sign of 

hospitality for first-time visitors. 
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Way-finding signage and a 

TV monitor in the Narthex 

offers directions to other 

parts of the building and 

provides more information 

about the various 

programs happening in the 

church. Once again, this is a good indication that the church expects and has 

planned for first-time visitors. 

 

The buildings that make up the campus 

for the most part are well maintained. 

The campus includes a very large 

sanctuary space, a basement level 

fellowship hall, and a large multi-story 

educational wing that is used for the 

church’s spiritual formation classes, 

meetings and to house the Red Wagon 

Day Care and Preschool. Most churches 

would be envious of the amount of 

ministry space available at FCC Moline.  

 

 

I’m sure it’s no surprise to you that maintaining a large historic space can 

become a financial burden without a growing and generous base of 

contributors. The questions leadership might ask are:  

• Is the available space adequate and is it used to support and facilitate 

the defined mission of the church? 
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• Is all the available space dedicated to its highest and best use? 

• Is there a defined maintenance plan that helps ensure major issues, i.e. 

heating/cooling, roof repair/replacement, safety and security, etc. is 

anticipated and funds allocated to mitigate inevitable problems? 

 

There are very few single-family residences in the immediate area. Low income 

or subsidized multi-family housing is more prevalent and, in fact, right across the 

street. I can’t think of a better place for the body of Christ to be doing ministry in 

Moline.  

The present worshiping congregation, 

which averaged about 130 at weekly 

services in 2018 is almost twice the size 

of the average church (75) in America. 

But it may feel small or unsuccessful in 

such a large capacity sanctuary space. 

Fully a third of the congregation sits in 

the back third of the pews.  Effort must 

be made to encourage the congregation to move to the front of the worship 

space. This is critically important. It’s almost impossible to generate adequate 

energy or intimacy in worship with the congregation so scattered.  

 

You might consider removing the back third of the pews and use that space for 

social gathering, gallery space for sacred art, or after service coffee hour and 

visitor connection center. The use of this new space for after-worship fellowship 

would be especially beneficial for first-time visitor hospitality. Chairs could always 

be added for high attendance Sundays like Easter and Christmas. 
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Another good option for after service 

first-time visitor hospitality or 

“Connection Center” is the space to 

the side of the sanctuary and in front 

of the church offices. This would 

provide a more intimate space for 

visitors to meet with pastors, and 

provide more useful information for 

welcome team followup. 
 

Presently the fellowship hour is held 

downstairs on the basement level.  

Access is facilitated by an elevator or a 

narrow set of stairs in the Narthex. First-

timers usually head for the nearest exit 

after service and rarely are inclined to 

venture into a basement level space to 

meet strangers.  

FCC Montclair NJ has taken this step with good 
success. They might be a benchmark church for 
future renovation. 

Grace Cathedral in San Francisco removed seats 
in the back of the sanctuary to accommodate a 
new labyrinth and multi-use space. 
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At FCC, fellowship hour is offered as a full buffet brunch (supported by a full 

commercial kitchen and volunteer staff) available every Sunday, except during 

summer months, for a small voluntary donation. I can’t think of another church 

that provides this level of fellowship for the church every Sunday. There is more 

information about after service fellowship in the Hospitality section of this report. 

WORSHIP 

I had the privilidge of attending the 10 

a.m. worship service at FCC Moline on 

Sunday, November 11, 2018. The 

property was easy to find, and easy to 

enter off 7th street. Parking was 

obvious and easy. The church has a 

12-passenger bus for those who need 

transportation to and from Sunday 

services and other events. 

I was warmly welcomed at the primary 

sanctuary entrance and offered a 

worship bulletin. The entrance for 

disabled individuals is at the side of the 

building and reserved parking for 

disabled people is present. Entrance 

to the sanctuary at that level is 

facilitated by an elevator. 

The architecture is beautiful, but the 

stained glass windows, dark beams 

and pews make it difficult to get 

enough light into the space to 
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overcome a dim atmosphere.  

I understand that a project is being planned to repair, clean and protect the 

sanctuary windows so that more natural light can make it into the room. The 

lighting system for the sanctuary is pretty primitive and difficult to adjust during 

the service. An enhanced lighting system could brighten the back wall of the 

chancel, add vignette lighting of service components, provide better lighting for 

television and add dramatic interest. Everywhere a speaker stands, or 

performers and instruments are placed needs to be lit to focus attention in the 

room and ensure the subject is well lighted for digital recording. 

The chancel choir offers beautiful music 

during the worship service 

accompanied by piano or organ. The 

Sunday I attended, the choir performed 

from the front steps of the chancel 

without sound augmentation. The music 

was beautiful but very hard to hear 

from the back of the sanctuary. The 

choir then returned to the choir loft. It always interrupts the flow and energy of 

the service when the choir moves from wherever they are seated to where they 

perform. Transition gaps may only take a minute and one minute may sound 

insignificant, but try sitting quietly for a full minute and see how long a minute of 

unplanned silence feels during a worship service. Work to eliminate transition 

silence. Rev. Piazza often says, “Worship should happen at the speed of ‘Avatar’ 

not ‘Bonanza’.” Church consultant Dr. Marcia McFee talks a great deal about a 

service’s flow, pacing, and energy. Every worship-planning team could benefit 

from her insights. See: www.youtube.com/watch?v=CsvxeW-d9DQ 

Equipment has been installed to enable video recording of worship services and 

events in the sanctuary. Until you are ready to stream or archive worship services 
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for online broadcast, it’s my recommendation that the recorded version of the 

service be reviewed during worship team meetings. Time each segment and 

each transition and discuss pacing and flow, and the energy of all participants. 

This practice should help prepare you for the day when the church broadcasts 

your exceptional services and events. 

We always recommend the use of multimedia (slides, video clips, etc.) to 

support the message, the music, and readings during worship in order to create 

a worship experience our children or grandchildren would want to attend. A 

multi-sensory experience has become a requirement to sustain interest for the 

next generation. This is another area in which we have some expertise because 

it is a topic Rev. Dr. Piazza teaches at Hartford Seminary. He would be happy to 

consult with you before you hire a company to install any equipment.  

Although there is a published password in the worship bulletin, password-free 

high-speed Internet access in the sanctuary would be an easier approach to 

promote use of social media as a marketing tool. More information about using 

social media to market the church can be found in the Marketing & Evangelism 

section of this report.   

High-speed access also can provide emergency communication should 

someone fall ill and cell service not work. Childcare workers should have a list of 

parent’s cell numbers should they need to receive a text during services in the 

event a child falls ill. As a marketing/ministry tool, systems are available to 

provide high-speed Internet access to your neighborhood – similar to what 

hotels provide to guests. Providing access would give you the opportunity to 

market the church and its ministries to your community. 
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The worship bulletin is printed, 

using UCC bulletin cover 

resources, on four 8½ X 14” 

legal size sheets that are 

loosely folded together. The 

Bridge, a single 8½ X 11” 

folded sheet was inserted. 

I attended on a Sunday 

during the annual 

stewardship appeal, so an additional UCC 

stewardship flyer was also inserted.  

A Welcome statement and the order of worship are 

presented in a good sequence and laid out well on the 

page with lots of white space to make the information 

easy to read. I would suggest amending the content in 

the Welcome statement to: 

• Replace the “Turn off your cellphone…” 

information with, “Please silence your cellphone, 

but, feel free to check in, tweet or post anything 

on social media you find interesting or uplifting 

during our service.” 

• Sunday School happens before the worship 

service. I would include more information how a 

visitor might go about getting their child to 

the appropriate class at the next 

opportunity. 

• The “Open and Affirming” information is insider 

language and fairly meaningless outside United Church of Christ circles, 
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and especially to potential un-churched visitors. More direct language 

about how diversity is a core value of the church, and how diverse 

participation in the life of the church is valued should be added. 

• Getting Connected: Resolve the differences between the bulletin request 

and the worship guide request for consistency.  Make a bigger deal of the 

presence of visitors/guests. Ask them for their contact information and tell 

them that you will use it to send them more information about the life-

changing ministries of the church and the many ways they might get 

involved. Accurate and complete contact information should be 

considered one of your most valued assets. Obtaining that information 

from new people and responding immediately should be a priority. 

The announcement insert, which includes a calendar of activities during the 

coming week, includes good information – but is written for insiders only. For 

example, no locations for activities are included. Are outsiders invited? Is anyone 

welcome to join in? When visitors or guests are included; e.g. the Youth Lock-in, 

they are restricted to one per youth and apparently must be invited by a 

member youth to be able to participate. The only information directed to visitors 

in the Bridge is an invitation to fill out a pew card, but no information is provided 

about where to put it. There is an invitation in the Worship Bulletin for visitors to fill 

out the pew pads with no information about how that information will be used. I 

was encouraged when members seated around me offered a pew pad for me 

to fill out (there wasn’t one on my row) and seemed interested in explaining the 

process. 

Regarding information to help visitors participate in worship – there are asterisks 

before segment titles to indicate when it is intended the congregation stand. But 

there is no written explanation of what those asterisks mean. Churches 

frequently use different versions of the Lord’s Prayer. It would be helpful to have 
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the prayer written out to avoid embarrassing visitors who get it wrong or those 

who might be un-churched and have no idea what the Lord’s Prayer is.  

I have to say, small, loosely bound worship bulletins, especially those with several 

additional inserts, are a particular annoyance for me – and I believe any first-

time visitor. In this case, trying to keep up with the order of worship while dealing 

with loose inserts falling out on the floor or pew, and juggling the bulletin, and a 

hymnal is too much. 

Keep in mind that the worship guide is an important chance for the church to 

make a good first impression on first-time visitors. Frequently, visitors spend their 

time before the service thumbing through the worship bulletin looking for familiar 

worship elements, hymns and prayers; or looking for pictures of activities or 

connection opportunities that spark their interest or provide opportunities for 

their children. Think of the worship guide as an additional critical evangelism 

tool. Here are some suggestions on how to upgrade the quality of the worship 

bulletin and improve its usefulness particularly for first-time visitors: 

• Change the size of paper to 11” X 17” tabloid sheets which are saddle-

stitch bound (center stapled).  

• Lease (don’t purchase) a color printer that automates the 

printing/binding process. The lease cost of color printers with this 

capability has dropped significantly over the years.  

• Include the complete text and music for all hymns, responsive readings 

and scripture readings within the worship sequence. This simplifies worship 

and provides an easier and better experience for all, but particularly first-

time visitors. 

• Consider adding an opportunity for congregants to purchase business-

card size ads in the back of the bulletin. My home church was asked so 

frequently for member business recommendations that we offered this 

advertising opportunity to feature member businesses or services. The 
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resulting new income stream paid for the entire production cost of the 

worship guide/weekly news. 

• Emphasize external ministry opportunities (with photos) that are open to all 

in the announcements first, and news for insiders last. Here’s a hint, you 

should make sure visitors feel invited and welcome to fully participate in 

any ministry, project or program of the church. 

HOSPITALITY 

One of the most challenging aspects of creating a culture of hospitality in any 

church is helping members to understand that they are “hosts” not “guests.” The 

role of members is to serve not to be served. Any good host would agree that, 

when you invite a friend or important guest to your home for a meal, you need 

to provide easy-to-follow directions, make sure guests have a convenient place 

to park, make sure your yard is neat, and that the house is clean and fresh. You 

want guests to know they are expected and welcome. You let the guest have 

the best seat. You prepare their favorite meal, talk about things that are 

important to them and play music they appreciate. First-time visitors to your 

church should be treated with the same respect and attention. One good way 

to tell if yours is truly a welcoming church is to consider the audience for whom 

worship is designed. Is it created to satisfy longtime members, or is it fashioned to 

attract those yearning for a genuine encounter with the Holy, but who have not 

yet found that in a church? 

In our church settings, we often tell new 

members that becoming a member carries 

with it some responsibility: when you 

become a member, you commit to taking 

off your bib and putting on an apron; you 

are here to serve not to be served. So, when 

you experience something in worship that 
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you don’t particularly like but are able to recognize that it is meaningful and life 

giving to someone else, you then will fully become a member of this church.  

There is a separate look at the church’s website later in this document, but it’s 

important to note here that a website has become the new front door to a 

church as well as a generator of new member prospects. Almost all first-time 

visitors will have checked out your website before deciding to visit in person. It’s 

important, from a hospitality perspective, that the website be well designed, 

easy to navigate, and focused primarily on the needs of first-time visitors. What 

information will help them decide to visit FCC versus another area church? It’s 

also a wise marketing strategy to provide many opportunities for online visitors to 

give you their contact information:  

• Requests for more information on a specific topic 

• Requests for prayer or to speak with a pastor 

• Mailing list sign-ups 

• Registration for online worship services 

• Volunteer opportunity sign-ups 

• To receive a free book, recording, or gift.  

Each request for information has the potential to generate new contact 

information that should to be added to your database for request fulfillment and 

a follow-up personal invitation to worship by the church’s hospitality/welcome 

team.  

Good exterior signage that helps visitors identify your church and find a parking 

space is more evidence of extravagant welcome. FCC Moline does a great job 

with signage and parking is intuitively obvious. My only suggestion is that signs be 

lit at night. On high attendance Sundays, like Christmas Eve or Easter, we 

encourage able-bodied members and those leading worship to park as far 

away as possible to make more close-in parking available for visitors.  
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I felt very welcomed at the door when I arrived for services. An usher opened 

the door, welcomed me and offered me a worship bulletin. A worthwhile 

adjustment might be to add greeters outside every entrance (weather 

permitting) to welcome people, hold the door, and be a source of information 

for first-time guests. This creates a good first encounter and ensures everyone is 

spoken to and welcomed. It also indicates to people driving up or passing by 

that there is life here – that there is something going on.  Ushers may be 

responsible for this activity now, but adding greeters who have a gift for 

hospitality stationed outside each door could be an effective adjustment. 

We recommend that everyone register their attendance as an act of worship at 

the same time visitors are encouraged to provide their contact information. This 

practice accomplishes several things:  

• As an act of hospitality, it makes visitors more comfortable filling out 

information because everyone is doing it. 

• When everyone registers their attendance, it’s easier to generate a 

report of who has missed X-number of consecutive weeks. With the 

trend toward less frequent church attendance, it is critical to know who 

has gone missing and to follow-up before their absence becomes 

permanent. 

• Following up with those who attended but didn’t register their presence 

tells those members that you take attendance seriously, that 

attendance is an expectation, that they are missed when they are not 

present, and you love them enough to find out if they are okay.  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I was please that clergy asked for 

visitor contact information during 

the Greeting and Welcome 

segment prior to worship. But, I 

had forgotten about that when it 

came time to register. Luckily, 

members sitting around me 

encouraged me to register in the 

attendance pad. I was also able 

to find a Welcome card in a pew rack to fill 

out. I suggest that whoever is doing the call 

for Offering, reminds everyone to register 

their attendance in the pew pads and for 

first-time visitors to complete the Welcome 

card and explain how that information will 

be used. I’m unclear as to how the follow up process differs between the two 

registration methods at FCC Moline. Another suggested improvement is the 

installation of additional pew racks in the center of the rows. If a visitor happens 

not to be sitting near the end of the isle, they won’t be able to reach for a 

Welcome card. 

Some churches register everyone’s attendance but 

have seen increased participation by providing a 

separate card that visitors are encouraged to bring to 

a “welcome center” or “connect center” for a gift. This 

makes it more likely you will get complete information, 

that the information is legible and gives leaders and 

clergy a chance to meet the guest. Any contact 

information received needs to be input into the 
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church’s data management system as soon as possible and reports generated 

for volunteer follow up. Any gift to visitors should be something of tangible and 

lasting value that includes the church’s branding, web address, and, perhaps, 

worship schedule along with contact information for someone they can 

connect with if they have questions.  

The hospitality/welcome team might also organize monthly “information 

receptions” for new contacts. Connecting new people to each other and to 

church leaders in a social setting is a good idea. There should be a process for 

team leaders to report potential volunteer interests and any other information 

learned at these gatherings for input to the church database so ministry leaders 

can follow up.  

My sense is the first-time visitor response process at FCC might benefit from a 

more detailed process review and team brainstorming on how to use your data 

management system to ensure all contacts are entered into the database, all 

visitors are contacted and welcomed as quickly as possible, and some attempt 

to determine their interests and get them involved in a ministry is made; as well 

as a review of those members or regular attenders who were absent for X 

number of consecutive Sundays in order to initiate a follow up process 

(congregational care). 

Asking visitors to navigate somewhere unfamiliar and out of the exit path for a 

fellowship hour with strangers is a common practice in churches today but not 

likely to be successful. Fellowship at the back of the sanctuary or on the front 

lawn on good weather days might be good alternatives. This would provide a 

memorable last experience for visitors as they depart, and would market this 

vibrant church to the neighborhood and those passing by.   
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After worship on the Sunday I 

attended, no one invited me 

downstairs or asked me to join them 

for coffee/brunch. Unlike most first-time 

visitors, I went downstairs for the 

fellowship hour anyway. It is 

extraordinary that FCC Moline 

regularly offers a full buffet brunch 

after church. It’s clear that members love each other and the basement 

fellowship hall was full and buzzing with activity as they greeted each other and 

shared stories of the week. No one, however, spoke to the newcomer in their 

midst. I got in line for the brunch buffet – still no one spoke to me. Once I got my 

plate I began looking for a place to sit. No one invited me to sit with them, but I 

finally found an empty space and asked if I could join those already seated. 

They were friendly, once I introduced myself. Few things are more 

uncomfortable for a first-time visitor than to be captured in a basement level 

space surrounded by strangers who do not speak to them. 

Usually missing in after church fellowship gatherings are volunteers whose job is 

to notice new people in the crowd, make sure they get some refreshment and 

connect them to others in 

the congregation who 

have similar interests. Most 

churches believe they are 

friendly, and they are … 

mostly to each other while 

ignoring new folks. You 

need a strategy to 

change that dynamic. Champagne fellowship after worship at  
Virginia-Highland Church in Atlanta. 
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STEWARDSHIP AND DEVELOPMENT 

	

 

 

 

 

 

 

The financial management structure of the church, illustrated above, presently 

delegates responsibility for budget development to the various boards and 

standing committees based on goals set by the Church Council. The 

management and monthly reporting on budget is delegated to the Building 

and Finance Board.  The constitution does not define who is responsible for 

Stewardship activity or raising the money necessary to fund the ministry goals of 

the church.  Whether acknowledged or not, it is ultimately the Church Council’s 

responsibility to ensure this task is done. It’s easy to cut budget in response to 

lagging income. But failure of top-level leaders to take responsibility to raise the 

money needed will contribute to a downward spiral where less is done and less 

is given. Money follows ministry, not the other way around. 

 

The Church Council 
(20 members) 

 

• The overall direction and 
management of the 
church 

• Long-range planning and 
Execution 

• Budget Planning and 
tracking 
 

Church Boards & Standing Committees 
 

• Submit budgets to the Church Council 
• Chair to ensure each focus area stays within 

budget 
• Submit plans to the Church Council for any 

out of budget expenditure. 

Building & Finance Board 
(7 members) 

 

• Church fund management and 
monthly budget report 

• Maintenance and renovation of 
church building and grounds 

• Security and protection of church 
members, employees and property.  
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FCC Moline may be the exception, but in my experience, the Board/Committee 

structure has a tendency to create functional silos that guard their own budget 

and volunteer resources, often to the detriment of overall goal achievement. It 

also creates a dynamic that results in less flexibility when it comes to effective 

resource management, changes in priority, or emergency expenditures. I would 

recommend a more streamlined approach to oversight in order to facilitate a 

more agile decision-making process and free more volunteer resources to do 

less meetings and more ministry. For stewardship planning, as an example, the 

church might consider a cross-functional team that includes members with 

specific skill sets and responsibilities. Their work might be better facilitated with a 

planning team consisting of a Stewardship team leader and representatives 

from:   

• Clergy/music for worship planning and church calendar   

• Christian education (adult, small group, children and youth)   

• Marketing/communication/webmaster/social media   

• Data management   

• Volunteer engagement   

• Finance   

Many more volunteers will be needed to implement any plan developed by this 

team, but having a cross-functional team create an annual stewardship 

calendar and messaging for associated collateral materials 

and communication tools will help ensure consistent messaging, easier 

implementation, direct communication to every church group affected by the 

plan, enthusiastic support from the leadership team, and a positive response 

from the congregation.  
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The charts above highlight trends that show a church in maintenance mode. 

Slow past growth to the most current year dip indicates to me that the 

congregation is not as inspired as it should be with the church’s mission or they 

are not being challenged to support the type of mission that could change the 
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world.  This is a challenging, but not unusual, predicament. Most churches are 

finding that the strategies that motivated growth and generosity in the past do 

not work as well in our society today or for next generation givers. New strategies 

are required to set FCC on a path to membership growth and a financially 

sustainable future. We will discuss the role a compelling Vision and Mission plays 

in church growth later in this document. But for this section, here are a few 

stewardship program ideas we recommend:  

• Move to a year-round spiritual formation program to teach generosity 

as a core spiritual value. This is a critical first step, even if a church has 

all the money it could ever use. We are not born generous; quite the 

opposite is true. Generosity is learned behavior fortified by practice. Use 

small group study to help youth and adults discover the scriptural 

lessons about generosity and implement regular lessons on 

generosity/sharing principles in Christian education classes for children 

and youth. This strategy also might include workshops and seminars on 

personal budget management, getting out of credit card debt, getting 

out of student loan debt, facilitating family discussions about money 

and time management, planned giving instruments, etc.   

• Break the link between budget approval and the pledge process. 

Givers are no longer motivated to give in support of an institutional 

budget. Understand the prime motivators for different generations and 

different audience segments when designing messaging for financial 

appeals.   

• Quickly transition the congregation from pledging in order to fund the 

budget to automatic recurring giving as evidence of generous living. 

Once again, stewardship should be more about a way of living in the 

world with Jesus as the model rather than begging people to give to an 

institutional budget. The goal should be to achieve 80 percent 
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participation from active and potential giving units. That sort of growth 

doesn’t happen by accident. It takes time, effort, and leadership 

example to establish the trust necessary for congregants to change 

their method of giving, but this one element of the stewardship plan 

could make a tremendous impact on the overall amount given, as well 

as make cash flow more consistent and predictable.  

• Allow members and friends of the church to give in a way and at a time 

that is most convenient for them. That will include creating online giving 

tools, allowing online givers to donate without requiring a profile first, 

and using slides, videos, and testimonials on the donate pages to “sell” 

the ministries of the church and to promote peer to peer fundraising.  

 

You also should consider adding custom giving envelops in the pews to 

provide the opportunity to give via credit/debit cards and to make that 

gift recurring. Recurring gift appeals should replace pledge appeals 

and occur several times throughout the year. A pre-launch strategy of 

100 percent participation by leadership is key to success.   

• Whenever the budget is presented to the congregation, do it in a 

celebratory atmosphere highlighting what has been achieved with the 

congregation’s generous gifts. Any new spending should be presented 

in terms of how it will help the church achieve its mission and the good 

that will be accomplished in the community as a result. All future 

funding appeals need to focus on the mission of the church and how 

the additional funds that are needed will help the congregation live 

fully into that mission.  
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VOLUNTEER ENGAGEMENT  
One sign that a strong, stable church may be in danger of decline is the 

percentage of volunteer resources devoted to administration, management, 

oversight, or control of the church. Vibrant and growing churches are 

permission-giving, facilitating, mission-focused, and, often, chaotic places filled 

with ministry startups and congregants inspired to change the world. Declining 

churches are more controlling places in which new ministries are difficult to start 

without advance funding, space assessments, facility requirements, and 

permission from an oversight bureaucracy. Rev. Piazza frequently offers this 

analogy:  

A growing church is like a maternity ward: new life, lots of noise, 
and the chaos of new beginnings.  

A declining church is like a morgue: very well managed, highly 
organized, tightly controlled, tidy, and very quiet.  
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Our best determination of the position of FCC Moline on this vitality spectrum is 

plotted on the diagram above. With this HealthCheck, you have already started 

a renewal process for your church. Churches who successfully restart their 

growth cycle will need to be willing to try new approaches and fearlessly 

redefine themselves to succeed.  

Management vs. ministry must be an immediate concern. I suggest you consider 

the number of volunteer resources devoted to oversight boards and committees 

to determine whether actual ministry that will advance the church’s mission 

and/or inspire reinforcements to join you in changing the world is taking place. I 

can tell you that very few potential members are inspired to become a part of a 

church to serve on a committee. On the other hand, joining an organization 

that gives them the opportunity to work with a team of people to make a 

tangible difference in the world is very attractive, particularly to young families.  

FCC Moline 
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The Center for Nonprofit Management 

estimates the monetary value of 

volunteer time at $24.69 per hour. The 

accumulated value of the work this 

congregation does in the community 

over time, not only for the church but also 

for other worthy community organizations, 

may astound you. We recommend 

volunteer hours be tracked for each 

member/friend. This data will allow you to 

see the accumulated value of service, 

but also whether a once active ministry is 

declining in volunteer interest, allowing the graceful retirement and celebration 

of what that ministry has accomplished and the reallocation of limited volunteer 

resources to another growing ministry. It also will allow you to see whether a few 

people are always asked to volunteer while many others are never asked to 

share their talents. AGILECHURCH can help define a process for collecting and 

analyzing this information.  

SPIRITUAL FORMATION 

With all the competition for the attention of children and families on Sunday 

mornings, it is significant that FCC has an active Christian education program for 

children and youth. I also believe it is outstanding that the children of the church 

are included frequently as participants in worship services. The traditional 

Sunday school model for spiritual formation is in almost universal decline. The 

fact that it has been at all successful at FCC is due to talented and persistent 

leadership and effort to make attendance a priority with parents. Adequate 

programming for children and youth is often seen as a critical factor for future 

growth of the church. The level of financial support offered for these programs is 
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an indicator to parents whether or not this is a priority for this church. 

There isn’t much benchmark data available on successful new models for 

spiritual formation, but what success we’ve seen is based on a system of 

“experimental leadership.” Given the ever-changing nature of our culture, 

perhaps the best we should strive for is to discover and create a culture and 

system that is constantly evolving.  

BRANDING, MARKETING AND EVANGELISM 

A “brand,” of course, is more than an organization’s logo. It is how the church is 

viewed and what it is best known for in the community. FCC has a reputation in 

the community. Do you know what it is? 

Having a well thought out strategy for exceptional external, as well as internal, 

communication is a challenge for most churches. Most churches do a 

reasonable job communicating with people who regularly attend a worship 

service, while those who attend only occasionally are rarely included. Those 

potential new members in the wider community, for the most part, are never 

recipients of information about a local church or how they might be included in 

its life-changing projects (ministries).  

FCC has staff responsible for the production and delivery of information using 

the worship bulletin; “The Bridge” newsletter; social media; and the website. The 

print collateral I’ve seen is well produced and professionally done. Most 

information, however, is internally focused and intended for members. I believe 

the church would benefit from a high-level volunteer team (outside professionals 

as necessary) with marketing, public relations, and grassroots organizing 

expertise who are charged with developing a strategy for communicating 

(marketing the church) to the wider community. 
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The use of social media platforms like Facebook, 

Instagram, and Twitter by worshipers should be 

encouraged during services. The average 

Facebook user has 338 friends; simply asking 130 

congregants to check in on Facebook on Sunday morning could result in more 

than 43,940 personal endorsements/invitations to FCC each week. Enabling the 

congregation to be “digital evangelists” is far more effective than church staff 

having the sole responsibility for social media marketing. The impact has 

exponentially more impact when congregants are given permission to post 

photos, videos, or tweets of the powerful moments during worship or other 

church-sponsored activities. 

We’ve already discussed the importance 

of the church website as the church’s new 

front door, and I want to emphasize again 

that the website needs to focus primarily 

on the needs of the first-time visitor. You 

have only a few seconds to make a great 

first impression, so don’t make visitors dig 

for information they need. 	

FCC has an interesting website template 

and lots of good information. I love the 

photo gallery and the pictures of your 

people throughout the site. I like the clean 

uncluttered pages that offer a 

sophisticated contemporary style for your vintage church. However, critical 

information for first-time visitors is buried too deep in the website content. Here 

are some suggestions for making your good website even better: 

• Review the content on the Home page to include more information for 
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first-time visitors. Such as: Welcome Statement from the pastor, Who We 

Are, Worship Schedule, Directions, What to Expect (Worship Style/What to 

Wear), Diversity iconography and statement. Think about and include (no 

more than one click away) specific information that will “sell” new people 

on First Congregational Church. 

• Adding worship service videos or links on the home page would be a 

good addition. Newcomers like to be able to see what the entire worship 

service is like before attending in person.  

- Videos of the entire worship service need to be embedded (best-

case scenario), or hyperlinks need to be active. Perhaps an edited 

version with a half hour of the best content including special music 

would be a good compromise. 

- Links should be present to allow viewers to download the worship 

bulletin, register their attendance, donate; and ask for prayer, more 

information, share the service on social media, or to speak to a 

pastor using email forms linked to your database. 

• You should include a way to give an online gift, make that gift recurring, 

honor or memorialize a loved one with the gift and save contact 

information to facilitate future giving (automatically create a profile.) 

Giving pages should also include information to inspire generosity for 

specific funds. A slide show or video “selling” the need for support could 

be included along with “call to action” buttons to Give, Volunteer, Share 

or Get More Information. 

• Make your website a marketing engine by adding “calls to action” 

opportunities throughout the site. E.g. prayer requests, talk to a pastor 

request, add to mailing list, more information requests, etc. so that visitors 

are offered multiple opportunities to provide their contact information. 
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GOVERNANCE & SAFE CHURCH 

The Constitution of First Congregational Church of Moline, as available on the 

church website, was last amended and published in January of 2015. It is fairly 

brief and may accurately describe the present governance of the church – but I 

believe improvements are warranted to remove procedural detail, streamline 

the oversight structure to minimize management and increase ministry 

participation and mission flexibility.  

The Building and Finance board has been delegated the responsibility to ensure 

a safe and secure environment for members and employees. They are also 

responsible to obtain insurance against various hazards, procure worker’s 

compensation and health insurance as applicable.  The Christian Education 

Board is responsible to ensure a safe and secure environment is in place for all 

children.  An FCC Safe Church Policy may exist, but was not included for review. 

An adequate Safe Church policy should include the following components: 

• A written document that describes a safe environment for children, youth, 

employees, members and visitors.  

• Requirements such as criminal background checks for anyone who is 

responsible for leading children and youth activities. 

• Definition of what constitutes unwanted sexual advances or harassment. 

• A detailed procedure for how to make a complaint and what to do if a 

complaint is received. 

• Periodic training/re-training for church leadership, staff and key 

volunteers. 

• A records management procedure that documents training/re-training for 

affected individuals; and where records are stored and how long they are 

to be retained. 
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Another topic related to “Safe Church” is to ensure the church has a disaster 

recovery and church safety plan in place in case of natural disaster, criminal 

violence or other unforeseen occurrence that might jeopardize the safety of 

worshipers, property or church records.  Homeland Security or your local police 

and firefighters can offer an audit and recommendations for improvement if 

needed. 

A review might be necessary to ensure the church is protected by appropriate 

insurance and that coverage for building, accident liability, governing-body 

liability, and key-person insurance is regularly assessed to ensure it is adequate. 

There is information in the bylaws about the responsibility for receiving funds and 

the authority for dispersing funds. Written Good Accounting Practices may exist 

but were not reviewed regarding money handling processes, signature 

authority, checks and balances, etc. to ensure the safety of donated funds.  

As mentioned earlier under “Volunteer Engagement” our recommendation that 

church leadership review the management/committee structure of the church 

to evaluate the amount of volunteer resources devoted to management and 

control. The purpose is to streamline management structures to free up more 

resources for direct ministry participation and remove bureaucracy barriers that 

limit growth and change. Another suggested change to the Constitution is to 

allow virtual meetings and decision-making via electronic means, e.g. emails. 

This would broaden the availability of younger leadership volunteers or those 

who live more distant who that cannot attend evening meetings during the 

week. We have also found that short meetings at high-top tables in the 

fellowship hall after regular church services to also be effective at broadening 

the availability of volunteers. 
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According to the church constitution, the Church Council is responsible for 

personnel administration, recruiting, hiring and termination of paid staff. There is 

no mention of a defined Performance Evaluation process. I haven’t had the 

opportunity to review job descriptions, should they exist, but if they do, it may be 

a valuable exercise to review these documents to determine whether they 

actually represent the current responsibilities of employees and whether actual 

goals are created and agreed upon that form the foundation of an effective 

appraisal system. In any case, I believe a good goal setting and performance 

evaluation process has the effect of focusing staff and key volunteers on mission 

priorities as determined by the Church Council. An adequate performance 

appraisal system should include all employees and all those functioning as 

officers and leaders who have responsibility for achieving the vision and mission 

of the church. Job descriptions and annual goals should be based on how the 

individual or team (e.g. the Council) will contribute to achieving the vision and 

mission of the church that year.  

 
Any appraisal system should not replace 

immediate public feedback if the 

performance is exceptional or immediate 

private feedback if performance is less 

than acceptable. Feedback should be 

based on objective evidence that the 

performance meets or fails to meet 

defined expectations. Any performance 

appraisal system must also include training 

or development opportunities in order to 

improve skills, knowledge or habits. A budget for this purpose should be included 

in the annual financial planning task. There are many online performance 

appraisal tools available. I recommend using editable online or paper forms for 

360°  
Feedback 
Appraisal 
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Self-Evaluation, 360° Feedback from peers, along with performance feedback 

from direct supervisors. 

VISION AND MISSION 

We believe a church’s vision is who God is calling the church to BE. The church’s 

mission is what God is calling the church to DO. These statements should be 

rallying cries that are outrageous, bold, and heroic. They should transform the 

church into the body of Christ in the world, focusing and informing all ministry 

programs. The mission should bring clarity to how FCC is uniquely positioned 

geographically, and with human and financial resources, to bring the realm of 

God on Earth as it is in Heaven.  

The “purpose” of the church as described in the FCC Constitution is: 

• To worship God 

• Preach the gospel of Jesus Christ 

• Celebrate the sacraments 

• The promotion of fellowship and unity 

• Love God’s creation 

• Render loving service and work for righteousness, truth, justice and peace 

The Vision Statement developed in 2014 states: 

Our ministry will attract, inspire and engage children, youth, members, new 

families and the church neighborhood to grow with us to seek, serve and share 

the love of God. 

Values include, acceptance, Christian fellowship, growing faith and service. 

We believe FCC could do a better job of defining and promoting a 

contemporary vision and mission that inspires the congregation to boldly be the 

body of Christ in Moline and beyond; and to inspire the community to want to 
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be a part of a church that is changing the world.  AGILECHURCH has developed 

a process that has proven successful for other churches, and we would be 

happy to explore the possibility of supporting FCC with a vision and mission 

project to accomplish those goals. 

RECOMMENDATIONS  

Our goal for First Congregational Church of Moline is to set the church on a path 

of real and sustained growth in every way. This will happen only with a holistic 

approach to continuous improvement, growing the membership, increasing 

vital spirituality, creating a culture of generosity, and empowering people to do 

external ministry rather than internal management.  

In an age when mainline churches are in almost universal decline, new and 

younger people attend less frequently and give less money. Churches intent on 

not just surviving but thriving must implement new, more effective strategies to 

remain vital. We believe the future of FCC might be best served by 

implementing the following recommendations:  

1. Vision & Mission: Commence a congregation-driven process to discern a 

contemporary vision and mission for First Congregational Church of Moline 

that would bring strong direction and a primary point of reference for goal 

setting, budget making, staffing, ministry prioritization, and 

strategic/tactical planning.  

2. Worship & Hospitality: The goal is to make worship, which should be 

designed for the new people you are trying to reach rather than only the 

existing congregation, an unforgettable experience 52 weeks a year. 

Adding multimedia support in the sanctuary is an important first step. In 

addition, we suggest:  

• Positioning volunteer greeters outside each entrance to welcome all, 

but especially new people. Providing a personal welcome and ability 
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to answer questions and provide direction for new people creates a 

great first impression. 

• Register the attendance of all those present with special emphasis on 

first-time visitors. Perhaps inviting visitors to meet the ministers and 

receive a gift at a specific location.  

• Better document the visitor response process to ensure contact 

information is immediately added to the church database, a note 

from the senior pastor is mailed, and volunteers follow up with visits 

and social events as appropriate.   

• Add a follow-up congregational care process for anyone who has 

missed X-number of consecutive Sundays to let them know they are 

missed.  

• Experiment with an after-church fellowship hour in a renovated area 

adjacent to the sanctuary or in the front yard as weather permits. 

Make sure volunteers are present to greet new people and introduce 

them to members who have common interests. Prior to the 

benediction, members should be encouraged to greet and shake the 

hand of someone they don’t know as they depart and invite them to 

a “connect” location or Sunday Brunch. 

3. Technology: Technology systems, such as electronic contribution provider, 

and the website should be reviewed and augmented and processes put 

in place to better facilitate attendance tracking, volunteer management 

and tracking, password-free sanctuary access, flexible online donate 

capability, and facilitate website/database integration to generate new 

member prospects. 

4. Stewardship Planning:  

• Create a year-round Christian education program for all ages on 

generous living as a core Christian value. 

• Transition away from annual pledges and expend the same effort 
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throughout the year on encouraging automatic recurring giving. The 

goal is to convince 80 percent of the congregation to become 

automatic recurring givers. 

• Separate the budgeting process from the stewardship process. 

Supporting an institutional budget should not be the reason we 

expect people to be generous. When the budget is presented to the 

congregation, describe all expenses in terms of ministry support with 

specific mission-focused goals for the future. Celebrate past 

achievements and what you’re planning next. 

• Augment the website, add pew envelopes and other support 

collateral to inspire generosity and promote automatic recurring gifts. 

5. Marketing & Communication: A comprehensive marketing and 

communication strategy is needed to provide a first-time visitor focus, and 

messaging that effectively tells the story of the church and its mission-

focused ministry.  

• Form a high-level marketing and communication team of experts 

from within the congregation or, if necessary, use outside 

professionals temporarily to help create a comprehensive 

marketing/communication/PR plan with a goal of raising awareness 

of the church in the broader community, developing ministry ideas for 

target audiences, and messaging that aligns with mission priorities to 

attract a younger family demographic. 

• Update the website to focus primarily on the needs of the first-time 

visitor, introduce tools linked to the church database to generate 

new member prospect responses, create giving pages to promote 

the ministries of the church, and facilitate more effective recurring 

giver recruitment. 

• During announcements, encourage the congregation’s use of social 

media during worship by checking in, posting, and tweeting elements 
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of worship.   

 

6. Facility: There may be facility needs of which we are unaware, but the 

changes we recommend would support visitor hospitality, enhance the 

worship experience, and help raise the visibility of the church in the 

community. 

• Add video screens and projectors or monitors to facilitate a multi-

sensory worship experience. 

• Add password-free access to the Internet in the sanctuary. 

• Add lighting design and augmentation to brighten the chancel 

space and create vignette lighting for worship elements.  

• Renovate space adjacent to the sanctuary to provide a convenient 

spot for first-time visitor connection, information sharing and meeting 

the pastor after services. 

7. Volunteer Engagement: We invite FCC to consider the amount of 

volunteer resources devoted to management and oversight. Growing 

churches do less management/control and more direct externally 

focused ministry. In addition, we suggest that you begin tracking volunteer 

hours for each congregant. The value of this information for volunteer 

resource allocation and understanding the impact of the church in the 

community has been described earlier. 

8. Governance and Safe Church: Reconsider the Board/Committee 

management structure to implement oversight that is less management 

intensive and more ministry focused. Boards and committees tend to 

create functional silos that inhibit common goals, budgeting flexibility and 

changing priorities. Smaller cross-functional teams formed to accomplish 

specific ministry priorities are better equipped to help the church achieve 

its mission and inspire volunteerism. Safe church policies and procedures 

need to be reviewed to ensure required components are in place. Make 
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sure good accounting practices are defined and published. The church 

should explore adding or enhancing a performance appraisal processes 

to ensure responsibilities are defined, annual goals are created that relate 

to vision and mission achievement, remedial training and development is 

funded and all staff, officers and key leaders who have ministry/project 

responsibility are included in the process. 

 

 

This report is not meant to be a comprehensive list of suggestions, and you 

certainly should not feel obligated to take all our recommendations. You also 

may have other suggestions, requests, or goals about how we can be of service 

to you. AGILECHURCH is ready to assist you to implement any or all our 

suggestions, but we understand you have the option to engage other 

consultants to do this work. We are eager to help you grow and continue to be 

a life-changing church for generations to come. Please let us know what we 

can do to help.  

 

 

I know the plans I have for you. Plans to prosper you and not to harm you; plans 

to give you a future with hope.                      

Jeremiah 29:10  


